Tenant Rental Assistance Certification System

Maintenance Updates

October 22, 2008
Closed Issues:

- Valid T-IDs Generating Fatal Error
- Elderly Co-Head - $400.00 Allowance
1. T-IDs:

Problem:

- Certifications submitted with T-ids generated before 8/8/2008 were being rejected with fatal error F0102:

  “Temporary Id Submitted Does Not Exist in TRACS”.
Details:

a) Mixed case transactions submitted prior to 8/8/2008 were always converted to uppercase before being stored in the TRACS database.

b) The code that performed the conversion from mixed to upper case was accidentally remove during 202C development.
c) Mixed case transactions submitted after 8/8/2008 were not converted to uppercase before being stored in the database.

d) The comparison used by TRACS to validate T-ids (first name, last name, and date of birth) failed because the member information submitted in mixed case differed from the member information stored in the TRACS database.
Fix:

1) Added the missing statement that converted mixed case submissions to uppercase before storing the data in the TRACS database.

2) Converted the data accidentally stored in TRACS in mixed case to uppercase.
2. Elderly Co-head Allowance

Problem:

- MAT10 certifications containing an elderly co-head received calculation discrepancies because the $400.00 elderly allowance was not being recognized.
Fix:

1) Updated the code to include the statement inadvertently omitted from the CASE K statement which allows the $400.00 elderly allowance for an elderly co-head.

2) Both maintenance fixes were implemented into production on October 1, 2008.